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Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical Psychiatry

Confirming the built-in sad obsolescence of books, the editors predict:

‘At the time of writing, one TMS company has completed a large multisite (sic!) clinical trial of TMS in depression and has submitted the results to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for potential approval of treatment. Thus, it is likely that clinicians soon will have a new treatment tool, unlike virtually anything they are familiar with’

Shoot and darn: in preparation of the FDA approval procedure, an expert panel

‘. . . can be interpreted in 2 ways: either study sizes and numbers and designs are insufficient to afford the power necessary . . . or TMS has a non-specific (i.e. placebo) effect on depression that is not influenced by study parameters.’ (Herrmann & Ebmeier, 2006).

The uncomfortable feeling remains that without a strong industrial interest it will be difficult to assemble the evidence necessary for statutory licensing. The large spontaneous recovery rate, significant placebo effects and sensitivity to sample selection in studies of clinical depression require large participant numbers, a condition that is difficult to fulfill by the academic cottage industries that have mainly been involved with trials of TMS.

Fortunately, TMS has other, more scientific, attractions and these are well reviewed in the ten chapters of this generally balanced and readable summary of the field. The authors are well informed, as one would expect from the main research proponents of the method. Both the budding magneto-therapist and the neuroscientist will find technical and scientific details that are essential for their work. The layout is clear and concepts, as well as techniques, are generously and well illustrated. The price is moderate and seeing that the field changes so quickly, the book will be a ‘best buy’ at least for the next 6 months.


Bad Faith: Forgotten History of Family and Fatherland

There are two interwoven themes in this book. The first is the history of the French fascist movement before and during the Second World War, the Vichy Regime, and the persecution of the French Jewish population during the War years. The second theme concerns Anne Darquier, the daughter of Louis Darquier, an outspoken fascist and Commissioner-General in charge of the deportation of the Jews from Vichy France, and his Australian wife, who abandoned Anne in an Oxfordshire village in the care of an English nanny. The first theme is extremely important historically and the author reveals disturbing material, admirably well-researched and presented. Most poignant is the round-up of Jews in Paris on 16 July 1942, their subsequent hardship and deportation in their thousands, including 6000 children, to Auschwitz. It is the second story which is